AGENDA

8:30 am Continental Breakfast (Rembrandt Ballroom)

9:00-9:30 am (Rembrandt Ballroom)
Welcome – Kylie Nissen, Project Coordinator Center for Rural Health
Introduction and Overview
Importance of Preparedness, Readiness, and Road mapping
Key findings from, EMRGetReady project participant, readiness assessments

Presenter: David Ginsberg, President PrivaPlan Associates, Inc.

9:30-10:00am (Rembrandt Ballroom)
Review - Meaningful Use and CCHIT and key metrics/indicators to discuss with vendor representatives

Presenter: David Ginsberg

10:00-10:30am (Rembrandt Ballroom)
Key HIPAA changes and challenges as a result of ARRA
How to prepare for Breach Notification
Key questions to ask the vendors

Presenter: David Ginsberg

10:30-10:45am – BREAK

10:45-11:15 am (Rembrandt Ballroom)
Introduction - State HIT Director
Overview – State HIT/HIE Activities to include State HIE Cooperative Agreement
Overview – Regional HIT Extension Center Cooperative Agreement

Presenters:
Nancy Willis (ND HIT Advisory Committee Member) VP, Government Relations & Marketing
St. Alexius Medical Center
Sheldon Wolf, ND HIT Director
Doug Kjos, Program Analyst, ND Healthcare Review

11:15-11:50 am (Rembrandt Ballroom)
Overview - Goals and objectives of vendor demonstrations

11:50-12:30 pm (Rembrandt Ballroom)
Lunch - Brief discussion lead by David Ginsberg
12:30-1:30 pm  Physician practice EMR demonstrations (30 minute sessions each)
Concurrent vendor scenario demonstrations
Rembrandt – Healthland
Wyeth–Rockwell – AllScripts
Renoir-Russell – Amrita
Van Gogh-Remington – EHS (hospital based EMR – no demonstration in this time frame)

1:30-1:45 pm - BREAK snacks available (Rembrandt Ballroom)

1:45-3:00 Hospital EMR demonstrations
Concurrent Vendor Scenario Demonstrations
Rembrandt – Healthland
Van Gogh-Remington – EHS

3:00-4:00pm - (Rembrandt Ballroom)
Open discussion time with vendor representatives
Rembrandt – Healthland
Van Gogh-Remington – EHS (hospital based EMR)
Wyeth–Rockwell – AllScripts
Renoir-Russell - Amrita

Thank you for attending – Safe travels!